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Clinical work of Brachytherapy since 1950 was to optimise the 
therapeutic ratio by exploiting the differential response of 

healthly and malignant tissue to the delivery of the maximal 
tumoricidal dose in as short time as possible.


B. Pierquin 1992
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INSIDE A FRACTION



LINEAR QUADRATIC MODEL



NSD: Nominal standard dose (Ellis, 1969)


TDF: time-dose-fractionation (Orton & Ellis, 1973)


ERD: extrapolated response dose (Barendsen, 1982)


LQ: linear-quadratic (Orton & Cohen, 1988)







Modelo LinealModelo Lineal--QuadrQuadrááticotico
•• αααααααα:: Parámetro que expresa la muerte 

celular por impacto único/daño letal 
(parte lineal). Valor en Gy-1

•• ββββββββ: : Parámetro que expresa la muerte 
celular por impacto doble/daño 
subletal (parte cuadrática). Valor en 
Gy-2

•• αααααααα//ββββββββ: : proporción entre el daño letal 
respecto al subletal de un tejido. 
Valor en Gy.

♦♦αααααααα//ββββββββ alto: alto: Tejidos en los que predomina el componente α, la muerte por daño letal, en 
los que, por lo tanto, predomina el efecto de la dosis total. Dosis por fracción de 1-2 
Gy (y dosis total altas, > 60 Gy) son adecuadas para esterilizar sus células (a estas 
dosis predomina la muerte por impacto único). Corresponde a tejidos de respuesta 
rápida, con valores de α/β entre 6-20 en su mayoría.

♦♦αααααααα//ββββββββ bajo: bajo: Tejidos en los que predomina el componente β, la muerte por daño subletal, 
en los que, por lo tanto, predomina el efecto de la dosis por fracción. Dosis por 
fracción altas (>3-4) y dosis totales reducidas (< 50-60 Gy) son adecuadas. 
Corresponde a tejidos de respuesta lenta, con valores de α/β < 6 en su mayoría.

* *Conventional 
hypofractionation

Extreme 
hypofractionation

Grey 
zone



Rapid proliferative 
tissues are less 
sensitive to changes in 
fractionation (large 
doses per fraction or 
higher dose rate)

Slow proliferative tissues 
are more sensitive to 
changes in fractionation 
(large doses per fraction 
or lower dose rate)



Fuks Z, Kolesnick R. Engaging the vascular component of the tumor response. Cancer Cell. 2005;8:89-91.

ENDOTELIAL MEDIATED CELL DAMAGE



The much smaller proportion 
at 2 Gy than 8 Gy per pulse is 
showed


!
Only the red proportion is 
altered by α/β, T1/2 and dose 
per pulse


!
Keeping low the dose per 
pulse guarantees minimal risk 
of excess damage in late 
tissues

INSIDE A FRACTION



Adapted from Fowler 1999
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1. Conventional EBRT/HDR daily fractions (>24h) permit enought 
time between fractions for full repair to occur. 

2. If interfraction time is reduced to less than aprox 8h, repair 
between fraction may be incomplete and cell survival decreased. 

3. A potential for therapeutic gain exists when the fractionation 
sensitivity α/β for the host dose limiting late reacting normal 
tissues is greater than a tumor lying within such tissue.

Thames HD et al. Incomplete repair model for survival after fractionated and continuous 
irradiation. IJRO 1985; 47: 319 !
Dale RG et al. The application of the LQ formula dose-effect equation to fractionated and 
protracted radiotherapy. B J Radiol 1985; 58: 515 

SUBLETHAL DAMAGE REPAIR: incomplete repair
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PHYSICS CONTRIBUTION

A SIMPLE METHOD OF OBTAINING EQUIVALENT DOSES FOR USE IN
HDR BRACHYTHERAPY

SUBIR NAG, M.D., AND NILENDU GUPTA, PH.D.
Division of Radiation Oncology, Arthur G. James Cancer Hospital and Research Institute, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

Purpose: To develop a simple program that can be easily used by clinicians to calculate the tumor and late tissue
equivalent doses (as if given in 2 Gy/day fractions) for different high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy regimens.
The program should take into account the normal tissue sparing effect of brachytherapy.
Methods and Materials: Using Microsoft Excel, a program was developed incorporating the linear-quadratic
(LQ) formula to calculate the biologically equivalent dose (BED). To express the BED in terms more familiar to
all clinicians, it was reconverted to equivalent doses as if given as fractionated irradiation at 2 Gy/fraction. Since
doses given to normal tissues in HDR brachytherapy treatments are different from those given to tumor, a
normal tissue dose modifying factor (DMF) was applied in this spreadsheet (depending on the anticipated dose
to normal tissue) to obtain more realistic equivalent normal tissue effects.
Results: The spreadsheet program created requires the clinician to enter only the external beam total dose and
dose/fraction, HDR dose, and the number of HDR fractions. It automatically calculates the equivalent doses for
tumor and normal tissue effects, respectively. Generally, the DMF applied is< 1 since the doses to normal tissues
are less than the doses to the tumor. However, in certain circumstances, a DMF of > 1 may need to be applied
if the dose to critical normal tissues is higher than the dose to tumor. Additionally, the !/" ratios for tumor and
normal tissues can be changed from their default values of 10 Gy and 3 Gy, respectively. This program has been
used to determine HDR doses needed for treatment of cancers of the cervix, prostate, and other organs. It can
also been used to predict the late normal tissue effects, alerting the clinician to the possibility of undue morbidity
of a new HDR regimen.
Conclusion: A simple Excel spreadsheet program has been developed to assist clinicians to easily calculate
equivalent doses to be used in HDR brachytherapy regimens. The novelty of this program is that the equivalent
doses are expressed as if given at 2 Gy per fraction rather than as BED values and a more realistic equivalent
normal tissue effect is obtained by applying a DMF. Its ease of use should promote the use of LQ radiobiological
modeling to determine doses to be used for HDR brachytherapy. The program is to be used judiciously as a guide
only and should be correlated with clinical outcome. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc.

HDR brachytherapy, Time–dose-effect, Linear-quadratic, Biologically equivalent dose.

INTRODUCTION

Most radiation oncologists are familiar with low-dose-rate
(LDR) brachytherapy. Recently, there has been a trend
towards increased use of high-dose-rate (HDR) brachyther-
apy due to its advantages, namely that it eliminates radiation
exposure to caregivers, requires only short treatment times,
and that its dose distribution can be optimized by varying
the dwell times. HDR is generally given as fractionated
treatments to decrease normal tissue toxicity. The dose
effect relationship in radiation therapy is not linear, but may
be assumed to follow a linear-quadratic (LQ) function (1).
Hence, doses from different treatment modalities cannot be
added linearly to determine the combined effect. Many
radiation oncologists are not very familiar with the fraction-

ation schemes to be used in HDR brachytherapy. Further,
there is a marked difference between the biological effects
in the tumor and those in late reacting normal tissue (1).
Besides, patients are often treated with external beam ra-
diotherapy combined with HDR brachytherapy, which
poses the added challenge of determining the combined
effect of the two treatments.
One way to calculate the biologically equivalent doses

(BEDs) of different dose fractionation schemes is to use the
LQ equation (eq. 1 in Appendix 1). In this equation, the !/"
ratio is usually taken to be 10 Gy for tumor/early effects and
3 Gy for late effects (2). The concept of LQ modeling is
familiar to most radiation oncologists. However, this calcu-
lation is cumbersome, and the resultant BED values are not
familiar to the clinicians. Further, it does not take into
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SUMMARY

A simple Excel spreadsheet program has been developed
to assist clinicians to easily calculate equivalent doses to be
used in HDR brachytherapy regimens. The novelty of this
program is that the equivalent doses are expressed as if
given at 2 Gy per fraction rather than as BED values, and a

more realistic equivalent normal tissue effect is obtained by
applying a DMF. Its ease of use should promote the use of
LQ radiobiological modeling to determine HDR brachyther-
apy doses. The program is to be used judiciously as a guide
only and should be correlated with clinical outcome.
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APPENDIX 1:
BIO-EQUIVALENCE CALCULATIONS FOR

MULTIPLE MODALITY RADIATION TREATMENTS

The dose effect relationship in radiation therapy is not a
linear relationship, but follows a LQ function. Hence, doses
delivered by different modalities cannot be added to each
other to predict the effect of the combined modality treat-
ment. One way to calculate the BEDs of different dose
fractionation schemes is to use the LQ equation, using the
formula

BED! nd !1 "
d
(!/"" (1)

where n ! the number of fractions and d ! the dose per
fraction. To express the results in terms more familiar to
clinicians, the BED was converted back to equivalent doses
(DEq) as though given as conventionally fractionated irra-
diation given at 2 Gy/day for tumor and late effects respec-
tively using the formula

DEq !
BED

#1" dREF
(!/")$

(2)

where dREF ! the reference dose per fraction for a conven-
tionally fractionated external beam treatment to be used for

calculating the equivalent dose (which for the purposes of
this paper has been assumed to be 2 Gy/fraction).
If the equivalent dose for late effects is calculated using

eq. 2 above, the implicit assumption in this calculation is
that doses delivered to the normal tissues were equal to
doses delivered to the tumor (which is true for external
beam radiotherapy). However, under certain circumstances
(e.g., with HDR brachytherapy), this assumption may not be
true, because the dose given to normal tissues is reduced due
to the fall-off in dose with distance. For example, if the dose
to normal tissue is estimated to be 70% of the prescribed
dose to the tumor in HDR brachytherapy, a dose reduction
factor (DMF) of 0.7 would need to be applied to obtain the
modified, more realistic late normal tissue effects using the
formulas

BEDHDR ! n*d*DMF*#1"#d*DMF!/" $$ (3)

DEq!
BEDHDR

#1"dREF!/"$
#

n*d*DMF*#"1#d*DMF!/" $$
#1"dREF!/"$

(4)
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The�Linear-Quadratic�Model�Is�an
Appropriate�Methodology�for�Determining
Isoeffective�Doses�at�Large�Doses�Per�Fraction
David�J.�Brenner,�PhD,�DSc

The�tool�most�commonly�used�for�quantitative�predictions�of�dose/fractionation�dependen-
cies� in� radiotherapy� is� the� mechanistically� based� linear-quadratic� (LQ)� model.� The� LQ
formalism�is�now�almost�universally�used�for�calculating�radiotherapeutic�isoeffect�doses
for�different�fractionation/protraction�schemes.�In�summary,�the�LQ�model�has�the�follow-
ing� useful� properties� for� predicting� isoeffect� doses:� (1)� it� is� a� mechanistic,� biologically
based�model;�(2)�it�has�sufficiently�few�parameters�to�be�practical;�(3)�most�other�mecha-
nistic�models�of�cell�killing�predict�the�same�fractionation�dependencies�as�does�the�LQ
model;�(4)�it�has�well-documented�predictive�properties�for�fractionation/dose-rate�effects
in�the�laboratory;�and�(5)�it�is�reasonably�well�validated,�experimentally�and�theoretically,�up
to�about�10�Gy/fraction�and�would�be�reasonable�for�use�up�to�about�18�Gy�per�fraction.�To
date,�there�is�no�evidence�of�problems�when�the�LQ�model�has�been�applied�in�the�clinic.
Semin�Radiat�Oncol�18:234-239�©�2008�Elsevier�Inc.�All�rights�reserved.

L�et�us�start�from�the�premise�that�we�need�some�model�for
calculating� isoeffect� doses�when� alternate� fractionation

schemes�are�considered.�In�addition,�apart�from�increasing
interest�in�alternative�fractionation/protraction�schemes,�it�is
essential�that�we�know�how�to�compensate�appropriately�for
missed�radiotherapy�treatments.

The�tool�most�commonly�used�for�quantitative�predic-
tions�of�dose/fractionation�dependencies�is�the�linear-qua-
dratic�(LQ)�formalism.1-5�In�radiotherapeutic�applications,
the�LQ�formalism�is�now�almost�universally�used�for�cal-
culating�isoeffect�doses�for�different�fractionation/protrac-
tion�schemes.

In�contrast�to�earlier�methodologies,�such�as�cumulative
radiation�effect,�nominal�standard�dose,�and�time-dose�fac-
tor,6,7� which�were�essentially�empirical�descriptions�of�past
clinical�data,�the�LQ�formalism�has�become�the�preferred�tool
largely�because�it�has�a�somewhat�more�biological�basis,�with
tumor�control�and�normal�tissue�complications�specifically
attributed� to�cell�killing.�By�contrast,�descriptive�empirical
models�can�go�disastrously�wrong�if�used�outside�the�dose/

fractionation�range�from�which�they�were�derived,�as�when
NSD�was�applied�to�large�doses�per�fraction.8,9

Mechanistic
Background�to�the�LQ�Model
It� is� clear� that� radiotherapeutic� response,� both� for� tumor
control� and� for� complications,� is� dominated� by� cell� kill-
ing,2,10,11� and�LQ�is�a�mechanistic�model�of�cell�killing.�Un-
derlying� the� application�of� LQ� to� fractionation/protraction
effects�is�pairwise�misrepair�of�primary�lesions�such�as�dou-
ble-strand�breaks�(DSBs)�or�base�damage�(hereon�in�we�shall
refer�to�DSB�as�the�primary�lesion,�but�base�damage�sites�may
well�also�be�relevant�here12).�As�schematized�in�Figure�1,�cell
killing�occurs�via�chromosome�aberrations�such�as�dicentric
aberrations,13� which�are�formed�when�pairs�of�nearby�DSB
wrongly� rejoin� to� one� another.14� Protracting� the� exposure
time�potentially�allows�the�first�DSB�to�be�repaired�before�the
second� is� produced,� and� the� LQ� approach� quantifies� this
effect.5� Nowadays,� this�binary�DSB�misrepair�model� is� the
most�usual�way�to�motivate�the�standard�LQ�approach,�but
different�biological�rationales�for�the�same�mathematical�for-
malism�have�also�been�given,�as�we�will�discuss.

It�is�important�to�stress�here�that�the�standard�LQ�formal-
ism, as applied to time-dose relationships, is not merely a
truncated power series in dose. Its key feature here is a spe-
cific mechanistically based functional form for the protrac-
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